2021 Holiday Raffle Tobacco Tins
(Please Note: Tins are standard size unless otherwise specified).
Ashton Artisan’s Blend: This full bodied English mixture is carefully crafted for the experienced pipe smoker. Virginia
and Turkish tobaccos harmonize with Syrian Latakia and a touch of perique to create a taste that is resoundingly rich,
spicy and satisfying. Note that this is the original blend with Syrian Latakia, not the current version with Cyprian Latakia,
There is a dent in the lid of this tin, but the seal appears to be intact.
Brebbia Latakia Flake No. 9: Natural sweet Virginia and a generous amount of Syrian Latakia that is pressed and aged
together. Note: This is the original version with Syrian Latakia. It has been re-blended with Cyprian Latakia.
Comoy’s of London Cask No. 9 – Spiced Virginia (3.5 ounce tin): A mellow aromatic blend of bright Virginia from
three continents with a hint of burley. Flavors of nougat, vanilla and chocolate create a naturally sweet blend with a
delicious taste and aroma for the distinct pipe smoker.
Cornell & Diehl Billy Budd Blonde: A blend of bright Virginia flake, white burley, chopped cigar leaf, and a touch of
perique, Billy Budd Blonde is a sweet sequel to the blend originally created for C&D's late friend Sailorman Jack.
Cornell & Diehl Burley Flake #3: A blend of cool burning burley and rich, dark fired Kentucky which team up with a bit of
fine Virginia for the natural sweetness and welcome fragrance. Lastly, C&D added a dash of perique for additional
nuance. Tin is dated 9/21/17.
Cornell & Diehl Father The Flame (Small Batch Series): An English blend done the traditional way. No topping. No
added flavors. Just red and bright Virginias, a pinch of white Burley, and a healthy dose of Latakia. Tin # 0732/2400,
April, 2017. Out of Production.
Cornell & Diehl Mississippi Mud: An unusual blend of perique, Latakia & unsweetened black cavendish. A truly cool
smoke with a flavor unlike any other.
Cornell & Diehl - Mixture Monster III: The Curse of the Mixture Monster (3 ounce tin): This bone-chilling aromatic
blend is composed of light and dark cavendish, bewitched with a spell-binding aroma of candied apples... and evil.
Cornell & Diehl Old Joe Krantz: Ribbon and coarse cut burleys, perique and red Virginia. Shades of brown with the
characteristic mustiness of perique. Note: this is a fairly strong blend.
Cornell & Diehl Sun Bear (Small Batch Series): A blend of the finest red and bright Virginias balanced by Basma leaf
from 2014 and Izmir Orientals from 2013, Sun Bear showcases select varietals by highlighting their inherent characters
with a range of unique and nuanced casings. South Carolina garden-grown honey — harvested from the personal
beehives of C&D's head blender, Jeremy Reeves — combines with a whisper of silver tequila and elderflower to augment
the fruity and floral notes of the choice Orientals and Virginias. Tin # 7305/8000, June, 2020 production, currently sold
out.
Cult Blood Red Moon: This dark, decadent blend combines fire-cured cavendish, bright Virginias and burleys with the
delicious aromas of natural Royal Ann cherry and dark chocolate. A bit sweet,extremely rich, and unquestionably smooth.
Many consider this to be the best cherry blend ever produced (although some would opine that this is a low bar).
Drew Estate Grand Central: A mellow aromatic blend of burley and bright Virginia tobaccos, flavored with apricot. The
tobacco is lightly toasted, giving the tobacco a delicious flavor with an outstanding aroma. Out of Production.
Dunhill Standard Mixture: Latakia, Orientals, and Virginia tobaccos are all gently toasted to create Standard Mixture —
one of Dunhill's popular English blends. It's a slightly bolder version of the old Standard Mixture Medium. Tin is dated
2017. Now produced under the Peterson brand.
Eric Nording Hunter Blend – Fox Hound (Blended by McClelland): Made with the finest Cyprian latakia and Orientals
from Macedonia and Turkey. It gives this mild English style blend a smoothness and seductive aroma. Tin is dated 2017.
Out of Production.

Eric Nording Hunter Blend – Labrador (Blended by McClelland): A classic aromatic blend of smooth, fragrant black
cavendish, mellow burley and sweet Virginia, enhanced with a light caramel-hazelnut note. Rich and satisfying. Tin is
dated 2017. Out of Production.
Eric Stokkebye 4th Generation 1931: This flake is primarily U.S. burley, U.S. mature Virginias and a little bit of black
cavendish. It’s an all-natural blend that offers a dry, natural smoke without additives in terms of flavoring. Tin is dated
January, 2016.
Esoterica Margate: A classical English mixture done in the "old style" of many of the fine tobaccos that have now
disappeared from the market place. Choice Orientals and generous quantities of premium Cyprian Latakia keynote this
rich, full bodied blend. A well balanced, robust and eminently satisfying smoke.
Esoterica Pembroke: A luxury English blend (Margate) is married with fine French cognac. This outstanding mixture is a
"match made in heaven." Rich taste with character to match. A symphony of delicate aromas and elegant flavors.
Fribourg & Treyer Blackjack: A ready rubbed pure red Virginia plug. If you're looking for a high quality Virginia, this is
your blend.
Fribourg & Treyer Cut Virginia Plug: A full bodied, medium to full strength pressed flake. Very complex from start to
finish with a well-balanced taste that both boldly spicy and subtlety sweet.
J. F. Germain & Son - Balkan Sobranie: This is a combination of wonderful Virginias, excellent Orientals and enough
Latakia for a robust and flavorful mixture. The balance of tobaccos gives the smoker a sweet and smoky experience, with
a finish unlike anything else.
John Cotton’s Smyrna: a Turkish forward blend with plenty of rich Latakia. Virginias add a touch of sweetness to a
robust, smoky and earthy experience. Out of Production.
Lane Limited 125th Anniversary: Released in 2015, this blend celebrates a huge milestone in the business entity's
success and proffers equal amounts of quality Virginia and bright Virginia tobaccos, blended with Virginia flake and a hint
of perique to give a subtle yet detectable spice to the sweetness of the Virginia. Out of Production.
Mac Baren Gold Block: Aromatic blended from Virginia and burley tobaccos sweetened by a secret process. Tin is
dated January, 2016.
Mac Baren HH Balkan Blend (3.5 ounce tin): A selection of choice Virginia, burley, Oriental, and latakia from Cyprus is
carefully blended. The Virginia and burley tobacco supports the smoky note from the latakia, and the Oriental tobaccos
add a slightly spicy dimension to the overall taste. A true English blend.
McClelland Balkan Blue: Rich with the finest Mountain Latakia, a classic full Balkan pipe tobacco mixture, smooth and
deeply fragrant. The inspiration for this elegant mixture was a 21-year-old tin of the legendary #759. Tin is dated July,
2017. Out of Production.
Nat Sherman 536: This classic mild-to-medium English blend brings together the finest mellow, Georgian, Virginias,
black cavendish, Mexican burleys and Cyprus latakia, while evoking an exotic flair uniquely its own. Probably Out of
Production.
Orlik Dark Strong Kentucky: A mix of select Virginias and combines it with, as the name implies, dark-fired Kentucky, to
create a flake that provides a fine contrast between the bright and dark flavors of these tobaccos. Although a number of
reviewers noted the sweetness of its molasses flavoring, the blend is not considered an aromatic. Out of Production.
Peterson DeLuxe Navy Rolls: Made in Denmark using hand-stripped Virginia tobaccos from Brazil and Africa, married
with perique from Louisiana. This recipe produces an aromatic smoke with natural tobacco flavors and lovely sweet notes.
Some smokers swear that it’s Escudo with a different label. Just as many swear that it isn’t. Formerly produced under
the Dunhill brand.
Peterson Irish Flake: A full bodied blend made of equal proportions air-cured, flue cured, and dark fired. True to the
pure, unspoiled tobacco taste. Recommended for the experienced pipe smoker.

Prince Albert (2-pack): Produced by R.J. Reynolds, so it was made before 1987 (the year John Middleton took over
production). It’s vintage, so it might be dry, but how often do you have the opportunity to sample Prince Albert that’s over
thirty years old?
Prince Albert (2-pack): The classic burley blend, introduced in 1907. Modern production by John Middleton. Is it
discontinued? Your guess is as good as mine.
Rattray’s Hal O’ the Wynd: An unusually strong Virginia-based mixture. Fire-cured Kentucky is added to a base of a
variety of Virginias and Perique completes this mixture. It is then pressed and finally rubbed by hand.
Rattray’s Marlin Flake: This dark flake is composed from dark Virginia, black Cavendish and a hint of Perique. Despite
the Cavendish, it is not considered an aromatic blend.
Samuel Gawith Firedance Flake: Aromatic composed of SG’s Best Brown 6" Flake subtly flavoured with a combination
of blackberry, brandy and vanilla.
Smokers’ Haven Select Mixture (by J.F. Germain): A mild, slow burning, dry smoking Virginia-based English mixture
with just enough top quality Latakia and Turkish to know it's there. It is rich without being heavy. Tin is hand-dated 6/1/15.
Sutliff Crumble Kake Va. Perique: Generous amounts of perique are combined with black cavendish and a variety of
mature red Virginias. The combination is then processed into an old fashioned crumble cake to create a VaPer lover's
dream.
Wessex Gold Slice: A long cut Virginia Flake manufactured in the traditional British style. Pressed into cakes, lightly
stoved, then cut after aging. Gold Slice has the naturally fresh and tangy taste characteristic of the best Virginia Flake.

